How to get to Villa Campitiello

Note

Villa Campitiello
CONCA DEI MARINI

Villa Campitiello is located in Conca dei Marini, in the heart of Italy’s
Amalfi Coast
By car:
Take the A3 Napoli-Salerno motorway and exit at Vietri sul Mare. Follow
indications for the SS163 road: the panoramic road which links all the towns
on the Amalfi Coast.
After 25kms (about 30 minutes) you’ll reach Villa Campitiello. You can leave
your vehicle in the parking space next to the entrance.
By public transport:
You can reach our hotel using the Sita buses which depart from Sorrento’s
Circumvesuviana railway station.
Bus line: Amalfi-Positano-Sorrento
Bus stop: Conca - Grotta dello Smeraldo (directly opposite the hotel)
If you arrive at Naples’ Capodichino airport or central railway station:
Bus times
http://www.sitasudtrasporti.it
Circumvesuviana train times
http://www.vesuviana.it
www.villacampitiello.com
info@villacampitiello.com

tel. +39 089 831610

Via Smeraldo, 35 84010
Conca dei Marini (Salerno) Italy

• Alibus from Naples Capodichino to Naples Piazza Garibaldi – Central
station (tickets cost 3 euro and can be purchased on board).

• Once in Piazza Garibaldi, purchase a Unico Costiera ticket, valid for 24
hours, and take the Circumvesuviana train to Sorrento. You can buy the
tickets in the Circumvesuviana ticket office or from almost any newsagent.
•The Circumvesuviana station is situated underneath Naples central
station. Trains to Sorrento run every 30 minutes. Journey time is circa
1 hour.
• Once in Sorrento, take the bus to Amalfi, which you’ll find waiting at the
exit of the station. The Unico Costiera ticket is valid for both your train and
bus journey.
• Get off at the “Conca-Grotta dello Smeraldo” stop (immediately after
Praiano): the journey will last about an hour. The bus stop is directly opposite
our Villa!
Private transfers:
We’ll be pleased to arrange a private transfer for you from Rome or Naples
airport or train station to Villa Campitiello (at surprisingly affordable rates). By
far the easiest way to make sure your journey is a stress free one :)

by www.positano.com

How to get to the Amalfi Coast
Recommended routes

Alternative routes

Private transfer

Rome - Ciampino Airport (CIA)

from Rome
Rome - Fiumicino Airport Leonardo da Vinci (FCO)

Bus (40 min.)

Bus + metro

Train (35 min.)

Rome - Termini Station

Private
transfer
Metro (10 min.)

Rome - Tiburtina Station

Bus
(5/6 h)

Train (TAV 70 min.)

from Naples

Naples - Capodichino Airport (NAP)
Napoli Capodichino

Naples - Centrale Station

AliBus

Taxi

Bus

(30/40 min.)

(20/30 min.)

(90 min.)

AliBus

Taxi

Private
transfer

by taxi or on foot

Naples Molo Beverello

Naples Varco Immacolatella

by taxi or on foot
Vesuviana
Train
(70 min.)

Bus (2 h)

from Sorrento

Hydrofoil (1 h)

Sorrento

Bus (30 min.)
S. Agata and Nerano

Private
transfer

Taxi

Bus

(20 min.)

(40/60 min.)

Positano

Amalfi
Coast

Praiano and Conca de’Marini
Furore and Tramonti

Ravello
Maiori, Minori, Vietri, etc...

Transfers by car from
airports in Rome (4/5hrs)
or Naples (90mins).

From Capri, Ischia, Procida...
During the summer months connections
are also available from Ischia, Procida,
Capri and other popular destinations
around the Bay of Naples.

Taxi

Salerno
Transfers in helicopter from Rome,
Naples and other Italian cities.

Bus (60/90 min.)

from Salerno

